Trade Name: Astro Finger Guardian

Finger Guard for Centre Pivot or Butt Hinged Doors

Finger Guardian is suitable for
Butt Hinged or Pivot Doors
Up to 180° opening
Left or Right handed opening doors
Front and Rear types
Finishes include Black, Brown,White
and Ash, Beech, Maple and Oak 'woodgrains'.
Anti-Bacterial finish in solid colours (P.O.A.)

Description
Astro Finger Guardian is a door hinge safety system designed to
prevent the entrapment of fingers in the hinge gap of a door in the
most demanding environments
Finger Guardian is a flexible safety strip which prevents fingers
being jammed on the hinge side of a door and the jamb on the
hinged side. When fitted the gap is covered completely and it is
suitable for domestic or commercial use.
Finger Guardian is manufactured from PVC Nitrile and once
installed requires no maintenance other than a wipe down with a
damp cloth for cleaning.
With an aesthetically pleasing slim-line design this finger guard is
easy to install, requiring no specialist tools or equipment. Selfadhesive backing strips are used to position the guard holding
strips, which are then reinforced by screws (supplied), neatly
concealed by the guard design.
Finger Guardian comes in Front and Rear styles (dimensions in mm)
Front to fit 180° door openings
Rear to fit 105° door openings - only for use on the rear of the door.

Five colours and four wood grain finishes, to match door veneers, are available.
Cover strips, used to conceal fitting screws (supplied) are colour matched to the guard.

Availability
Sold individually or available to order in any quantity in 1950mm lengths.
Colour / Finish

Guardian Front 180°

Guardian Rear 105 °

Guardian Set

Brown

AFFGUBRNF

AFFGUBRNR

AFFGUBRNSET

Black

AFFGUBLKF

AFFGUBLKR

AFFGUBLKSET

White

AFFGUWHTF

AFFGUWHTR

AFFGUWHTSET

Blue

AFFGUBLUF

AFFGUBLUR

AFFGUBLUSET

Grey

AFFGUGRYF

AFFGUGRYR

AFFGUGRYSET

Oak

AFFGUOKF

AFFGUOKR

AFFGUOKSET

Ash

AFFGUASHF

AFFGUASHR

AFFGUASHRSET

Beech

AFFGUBEEF

AFFGUBEER

AFFGUBEESET

Maple

AFFGUMAPF

AFFGUMAPR

AFFGUMAPSET

Anti-Bacterial finish version available in all colours / finishes to special order.

To Order & Specify

Please quote - Quantity / Tradename/ Product ref / Colour
Typical wording - 10 /ASTRO FINGERGUARDIAN / AFFGUBRN / Brown

Health and Safety
Normal good industrial and personal hygiene practices should be observed during installation.

As part of our policy of ongoing improvements, we reserve the right to modify, alter or change product specifications without giving notice. Product
illustrations are representations only. All information contained in this document is provided for guidance only, and as ASTROFLAME FIRESEALS
LTD has no control over the installation methods of the products, or of the prevailing site conditions, no warranties expressed or implied are
intended to be given as to the actual performance of the products mentioned or referred to, and no liability whatsoever will be accepted for any loss,
damage or injury arising from the use of the information given of products mentioned or referred to herein.
The above information to the best of our knowledge is true and accurate and based upon current test data and is supplied for your guidance only.
Customers should satisfy themselves to the suitability of the product in its intended use and no guarantee is given or implied since the conditions of
actual use are beyond our control. ASTROflame (Fireseals) Ltd, disclaim any liability for loss, damage or other expense arising from the use of

information, data or products mentioned or referred to and reserve the right to change any details or specifications without notice.
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